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Hacking BlackBerry: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Here's an even better way to get your BlackBerry fix
    

    Admit it. You're addicted to your BlackBerry. That's okay. Most usersare, and this book is just going to make it worse. Now you'll discover how to use your BlackBerry to retrieve documents, weatherforecasts, and Web infor-mation; use it as a wordprocessor or...
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Cabling: The Complete Guide to Network WiringSybex, 2001
The physical linkages responsible for carrying a company's  data continue to be the most neglected components of the typical  network-to the extent that nearly 70% of all network-related problems  result from poor cabling.    

In this the second edition of a much-needed and warmly welcomed book, three networking experts share their...
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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your full-color guide to all the things you need to know about your Android phone


	Congratulations on your new phone, and welcome to the world of Android! Whether you're an old hat looking to make sense of a new model or a newbie who's too afraid to even take it out of the box, this fun and friendly guide arms you...
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Ubuntu Made Easy: A Project-Based Introduction to LinuxNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		Ubuntu brings Linux to the masses, but it can still be intimidating for newbies, neophytes, and geeks-in-training. With Ubuntu Made Easy by your side you'll be ready to face any challenge, and you'll discover just how fun Linux can be.

	
		Packed with tips, tricks, and helpful pointers, Ubuntu Made Easy...
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Programming the Microsoft Windows Driver ModelMicrosoft Press, 1999
Microsoft’s new driver model for Windows 98 and Windows 2000 supports Plug and Play, provides power management capabilities, and expands on the driver/minidriver approach. Written by device-driver expert Walter Oney in cooperation with the Windows DDK team, this book provides extensive practical examples, illustrations, advice, and...
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The Official Damn Small Linux(R) Book: The Tiny Adaptable Linux(R) That Runs on Anything (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Damn Small Linux (DSL) started as an exercise by John Andrews to fit an entire desktop computer system into a compressed 50MB image. Within a few years, DSL grew to one of the most popular Linux systems in the world (in the Top Ten, by some accounts) without growing beyond that 50MB target.
In a world where desktop systems are...
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Windows Registry Forensics: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows RegistrySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything
	(at least not seriously done so), least of all an expert in forensic
	analysis. I am not an expert in Windows Registry analysis. I am
	simply, by profession, a responder and analyst with some work
	and research experience in this area. I have also performed a
	number...
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Mastering Red Hat Linux 7Sybex, 2001
Join the Red Hat Revolution!
 Newly revised and updated, Mastering Red Hat Linux is the essential guide to the world's leading Linux distribution.  Inside, you'll find everything you need to know to install, configure, use, and optimize Red Hat Linux.  You'll even find the operating system itself-the Publisher's Edition of Red Hat Linux 7.1,...
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PC Magazine January 2006PC Magazine, 2006
Articles in January 2006 issue of PC Magazine

    * US High Court Refuses to Review RIM Patent Ruling
      by Reuters &nbsp;
    * DTV Alliance Takes Mobile TV To The Masses
      by Bary Alyssa Johnson
    * Government...
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iPhoto '11: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals) (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	In case you haven’t heard, the digital camera market is exploding. At this point,
	a staggering 98 percent of cameras sold are digital cameras. It’s taken a few
	decades—the underlying technology used in most digital cameras was invented
	in 1969—but film photography has been reduced to a niche activity.

...
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USB ExplainedPrentice Hall, 1998

	This is a book about the Universal Serial Bus, or USB. The USB was designed by the computer industry to replace the ailing and ancient RS-232 serial-port technology. The USB is bigger, faster, and better. It's built to handle the demands of audio and video. It's built to be hot pluggable. It's built to be...
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Big Book of Windows HacksO'Reilly, 2007
Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB...
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